Most structure prediction algorithms consist of initial sampling of the conformational space, followed by rescoring and possibly refinement of a number of selected structures. Here we focus on protein docking, and show that while decoupling sampling and scoring facilitates method development, integration of the two steps can lead to substantial improvements in docking results. Since decoupling is usually achieved by generating a decoy set containing both non-native and near-native docked structures, which can be then used for scoring function construction, we first review the roles and potential pitfalls of decoys in protein-protein docking, and show that some type of decoys are better than others for method development. We then describe three case studies showing that complete decoupling of scoring from sampling is not the best choice for solving realistic docking problems. Although some of the examples are based on our own experience, the results of the CAPRI docking and scoring experiments also show that performing both sampling and scoring generally yields better results than scoring the structures generated by all predictors. Next we investigate how the selection of training and decoy sets affects the performance of the scoring functions obtained. Finally, we discuss pathways to better alignment of the two steps, and show some algorithms that achieve a certain level of integration. Although we focus on protein-protein docking, our observations most likely also apply to other conformational search problems, including protein structure prediction and the docking of small molecules to proteins.
INTRODUCTION
Most structure prediction algorithms consist of initial sampling of the conformational space, followed by rescoring and possibly refinement of a number of selected structures. Here we focus on protein-protein docking, 1-3 but we believe that our observations are more general, and also apply to other conformational search problems, including protein structure prediction and the docking of small molecules to proteins. The challenge for predictive protein docking is to obtain computationally a model of the bound complex based on the coordinates of the unbound component molecules. [1] [2] [3] If no a priori information on the complex is available, the initial sampling must explore a large number of conformations using a relatively simple energy function to keep the method computationally feasible. The search yields a set of candidate structures, in which the two partners contact each other without major steric overlaps and possibly possess desirable properties such as some level of steric, electrostatic, and chemical complementarity. However, the simple scoring schemes generally provide limited accuracy, and the sampling needs to be followed by a scoring step, aimed at identifying near-native conformations among the structures from the initial search. At this point fewer structures are considered, and since the structures can be refined, one can use more accurate but computationally more expensive scoring functions, approximating the binding free energy. 3 Although the sampling step itself requires a scoring function and thus sampling and scoring do not inherently differ, they are frequently considered separate and largely independent. 4 Indeed, the two steps have very different aims, and their decoupling simplifies method development. The goal of sampling is generating a set of structures that include the possible highest number of near-native conformations, where the term "near-native" may refer to structures in which the ligand (usually the smaller protein) is as far as 5 Å or even 10 Å RMSD from the ligand in the X-ray structure of the complex. Due to the limitations on energy function and sampling schedule, the resulting decoy sets also include a large number of false positive structures that are not near-native, but in terms of the main physical and chemical characteristics (e.g., interaction energy, steric overlap, interface area, etc.) may not be very different from the near-native ones. Sampling has its own criteria of success, e.g., the number of near-native conformations among, say, the 1000 top scoring structures, or the numerical efficiency of the search, and such criteria are frequently used for comparing different sampling methods. Once generated, the decoys can be stored, and used for the development of scoring and refinement methods, with the main goal of identifying the structures with the lowest RMSD (root mean square deviation) from the native complex. Since a variety of scoring functions can be tested on the same set of decoys, this approach provides an excellent way of comparing different approaches. In fact, scoring is frequently the critical step in docking, and hence decoupling the two steps and focusing on scoring functions is clearly justifiable. Accordingly, the organizers of the Critical Assessment of Predicted Interactions (CAPRI), 5 the first community-wide experiment devoted to protein docking, recently added a separate challenge to test scoring methods. 6 We agree that decoupling of sampling and scoring simplifies the computational problem, and that decoys played a very positive role in the development of docking methodology. However, the goal of this review is to show that integration of the two steps generally leads to better docking results than the use of sampling and scoring algorithms that have been developed independently from each other. We understand that in the asymptotic limit of having an ideal scoring function and dense sampling, decoupling would not lead to any problem. However, in practice we can sample only a very small fraction of potential conformations, and scoring functions can account only for selected properties of protein complexes, leading to strong interdependence of sampling and scoring. Since the two steps can be formally decoupled by the use of a decoy set, we first review the roles and optimal construction of decoys in proteinprotein docking, and show that some type of decoys are better than others for method development. We then describe three case studies showing that the complete decoupling of scoring from sampling is generally not the best choice when developing a docking algorithm. Although some of the examples are based on our own experience, the results of the CAPRI docking and scoring experiments also show that performing both sampling and scoring generally yields better predictions than just scoring the conformations generated by many different groups. Next we investigate the effect of decoy set selection on the scoring functions obtained. Finally, we discuss pathways to better integration of the two steps.
DECOYS IN PROTEIN-PROTEIN DOCKING
The use of docking decoys may have been inspired by the fact that decoys played important roles in the development of protein structure prediction methods. 7 Early folding decoys were usually perturbation based, obtained by partial unfolding of native protein structures, either by high-temperature molecular dynamics or by introducing small random perturbations into nonregular fragments of the protein. 7-10 The more recent decoys are generally simulation based, i.e., have been generated by direct structure prediction or folding simulations. 11-15 These latter decoys are better models for the discrimination problems that occur in the course of protein structure prediction, and hence are generally preferable to perturbation based decoys. Special simulation based decoys are also available for loop prediction. 16 Similarly to structure prediction, decoys for protein docking can be obtained either by perturbation or by docking. Perturbation based decoys can be constructed either by slightly misplacing the component proteins in a cocrystallized complex, or by first superimposing the unbound (separately crystallized) proteins on their bound counterparts in the complex and then generating perturbations of the resulting structure. Since such perturbed conformations are unlikely to occur in the process of docking, both approaches yield somewhat unrealistic decoys. In contrast, docking based decoys are generated either by docking the unbound (separately crystallized) proteins, or by docking the two (bound) protein structures extracted from the complex. All decoy sets should include a number of near-native conformations and possibly the native complex as well.
It appears that the earliest study using protein-protein docking decoys is due to Shoichet and Kuntz. 17 Each decoy set generated included the native complex, a few nearby conformations obtained by docking bound protein structures, as well as a number of other structures generated by docking unbound proteins. Since the native and near-native complexes had much lower energy than the non-native structures from the unbound docking, finding the former was largely trivial. The Vakser group docked unbound protein structures using the GRAMM program, 18 and we used the resulting sets to test scoring strategies. 19 For each complex the decoy set also included near-native conformations obtained by superimposing the unbound proteins over good matches of the bound structure, 19 and adding such "artificial" structures made their identification based on scoring function values very easy, reducing the value of decoy set for scoring function development. Sternberg and associates docked unbound protein structures using the FTDock program, 20 and for each complex selected structures that had relatively good scores and spanned an RMSD range from 5 to 60 Å . 21 However, they also had to add four near-native conformations obtained by perturbations. Although this construction reduced the RMSD gap between near-native and non-native structures seen in the previous decoys, 17,19 the number of structures below 10 Å RMSD was still very small. 21,22 As docking methods have improved, more realistic decoy sets were generated. The DOCKGROUND set of docking decoys 23 was built from unbound protein structures using the Gramm-X server. 24 Each set contains 100 structures with low GRAMM energy resulting in high surface complementarity, and at least one near-native match per complex. Extensive sets of decoys, based on the protein docking benchmarks 25-28 and generated by various versions of the ZDOCK 29 and ZRANK 30 programs are provided by the Weng lab (http://zlab.bu.edu/zdock/ decoys.shtml). The RosettaDock decoys include sets based on perturbation as well as sets obtained by unbound docking, some of which do not include any near-native structure (http://graylab.jhu.edu/docking/ decoys/). 31 Although decoys are still being constructed by perturbation, 32 the more recent sets obtained by direct docking usually include a number of near-native structures, and hence there is no need for adding perturbation based decoys. More generally, since the main goal of decoys is facilitating the development of scoring functions that can identify near-native structures among the ones generated in the sampling step, we believe that optimizing scoring functions for discriminating "artificial" structures that have been obtained by perturbations rather than by docking will not lead to the development of scoring functions that represent the best choice for solving realistic docking and discrimination problems. The aim of facilitating the development of docking methods also emphasizes that decoys obtained by docking bound (i.e., co-crystallized) structures have limited utility. 33, 34 In principle, the rigid-body re-docking of two component proteins of a complex can be considered as a purely geometric problem, suggesting that the best scoring function is the simple shape complementarity. 35 However, due to representing the protein structures on grids with limited accuracy, their interfaces do not exactly match, and trying to fit them based only on geometry generally does not give very good results. Therefore it is advisable to also account for favorable interactions due to electrostatics and desolvation that are relatively "smooth", i.e., less sensitive to the grid approximation than the shape of the molecules. Nevertheless, it is very likely that shape complementarity can be given greater weight in the scoring function when docking bound rather than unbound protein structures, and hence we argue that decoy sets obtained by docking unbound structures are more useful for scoring function development. 35
SAMPLING AND SCORING: ARGUMENTS FOR INTEGRATION
In this section we describe three case studies to show that better integration of the sampling and scoring schedules can substantially improve docking results. Thus, although we recognize that decoupling through the use of decoys facilitates the development of both sampling algorithms and scoring functions, the two steps should be properly aligned for optimizing the performance of combined docking methods.
Sampling and scoring in the CAPRI docking experiment
The latest published results of the CAPRI protein docking and scoring experiments (for rounds [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] show that decoupling sampling and scoring may lead to loss of accuracy. 6 In these rounds the 65 participating research groups and 10 automated servers had 14 targets, each being an unpublished experimentally determined structure of a protein-protein complex. The predictor groups were given the atomic coordinates of the component proteins or of their homologues, and they had to model the complexes. The models were evaluated by independent assessors and grouped into highly accurate, medium accuracy, acceptable, and incorrect categories on the basis of the fraction of native contacts, the backbone root mean square deviation of the ligand (L_RMS) from the reference ligand structure after superimposing the receptor structures, and the backbone RMSD of the interface residues (I_RMS). The calculation of these measures and the exact definitions of categories are given in the paper describing the evaluation of the results; 6 here we note only that for the highly accurate, medium accuracy, acceptable, and incorrect models the ligand RMSD is given by L_RMS < 1Å , 1Å < L_RMS < 5Å , 5Å < L_RMS < 10Å , and L_RMS > 10Å , respectively. Each participating group was entitled to submit ten predictions for each target. The assessors considered all ten models, and the results for each group include the number of predictions in each of the four categories. 6 As innovation, in the more recent rounds of CAPRI the organizer added a scoring category to the prediction experiment in order to promote scoring function development. 6 To obtain a meaningful decoy set for these scoring experiments, the predictor groups were invited to submit up to 100 of their best predictions. Immediately after all the predictions are submitted, the uploaded models are shuffled into a large decoy set and made available to all groups as part of the scoring experiment. The ''scorer'' groups are invited to rerank all the uploaded models using their preferred scoring function and submit their own 10 best ranking ones. 6 Thus, the focus from docking, which includes both sampling and scoring, is shifted solely to the scoring of structures generated by the entire group of predictors.
The use of the same quality criteria in both docking and scoring experiments makes the results comparable. Table I shows the results submitted by the 10 best predictors and the results by the 10 best scorers. Following the notation used by the evaluators, 6 results are shown in the form x/y***/z**, where x denotes the number of at least acceptable models, y*** is the number of high accuracy submissions, and z** is number of medium accuracy ones. As shown in Table I , the average results are substantially better for the predictors than for the scorers. As a matter of fact, the best scorer is only as good as the 9 th best predictor, which happens to be our automated docking server ClusPro. One weakness of this analysis is that the best predictors and the best scorers are not necessarily the same. Therefore in Table II we compare the results of the eight groups who submitted models for exactly the same targets in both experiments, and were among the top performers in at least one category. Table I shows that, on the average, the predictors produce more accurate models than the scorers, whereas Table II show that this also applies individually to six of the eight groups that worked on the same problems both as predictors and as scorers. Thus, if the best docking groups would just resubmit their predictions to the scoring competition they would perform better than any scoring group. In addition, groups who participated actively in both scoring and docking performed worse in the scoring experiment. We note that, in principle, the scoring experiment is easier than the predicting experiment, because scorers do not need to sample plausible binding modes. However, the CAPRI results show that ranking the uploaded models in the scoring experiment presents a greater challenge, in spite of the fact that scorers had access to all of the sampled structures, because these uploaded models include many false positive modes that have been optimized and form good atomic contacts. Therefore, these optimized false modes are more difficult to be distinguished from the near-native modes than finding the near-natives by integrated docking and scoring algorithms with a sampling stage that already eliminates some of the false positives.
Selecting a scoring function requires information on sampling strategy
We further discuss rigid body docking methods as an example to show that no effective scoring can be developed if one does not know how the decoys have been constructed. Rigid body methods, based either on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) correlation approach 20,29,35,36 or geometric matching, 37 are capable of globally sampling of the entire rotational/translational space. The FFT-based methods systematically sample billions of docked conformations on a grid using correlation-type scoring functions. 3,38 Although the sampling is defined by the grid and hence it is independent of the scoring function, the results are not. For example, introducing the method in 1992, Katchalski-Katzir and co-workers used a stepwise approximation of the van der Waals energy term representing the measure of shape complementarity. 35 While The bound and unbound structures of proteins generally differ, and since the van der Waals term is very sensitive to small changes in the atomic coordinates, even conformations very close to the native can have very high energies, much higher than some structures in which the component proteins barely interact with each other. Although the systematic sampling evaluates energies for some 10 9 conformations, one retains and analyzes only a small number, usually between 1000 and 2000 structures that have low energies. Thus, the use of a scoring function that strongly penalizes steric clashes is likely to eliminate most nearnative structures from this small set. In order to avoid this shortcoming, the newer FFT based docking methods use "smooth" interaction potentials that account for the inaccuracies in the atomic positions and the effects of the grid based approximation. Although the potentials may include molecular mechanics energy terms, the forces need to be "tolerant" to interatomic clashes and hence be based on smooth truncated van der Waals and electrostatics models. 18, 20, 29, 36 In all FFT-based docking methods that are successful in the CAPRI protein docking experiment, 6 the initial sampling is followed by scoring, which may also involve some refinement. 3 Assuming that sampling and scoring can be fully decoupled, in this second step one can use any scoring function, independent of the ways the decoys were generated. However, it is easy to show that this is not the case. As discussed, FFT-based methods such as ZDOCK 29 and PIPER 36 use "soft" potentials, and thus yield structures that may have some atomic overlaps. Thus, the re-scoring either requires using a "soft" potential or performing some type of refinement to remove the clashes. Although after refinement by energy minimization one can use a scoring function that includes molecular mechanics energy terms, even this can be done only using the same geometric parameters (e.g., van der Waals radii) that were used in the energy minimization. For example, the ClusPro server 39 generates structures that have already been minimized using the Charmm potential to remove steric clashes, 40 and hence a function used for additional scoring can include a van der Waals term, but only with the same Charmm parameters. Thus, the decoy set clearly depends on the method used for sampling, and this affects the scoring function and the refinement strategy.
Sampling with a more accurate scoring function is better than sampling first and scoring later Any docking method can be placed between two extreme strategies. One extreme is to sample first using a simple energy function (e.g., a term representing shape complementarity), retain many structures, and score them using a more accurate method (e.g., adding knowledgebased or statistical potentials to the scoring function) 41-44 to find the near-native structures. The other extreme is to build the more accurate but computationally more expensive scoring function directly into the sampling step, and retain fewer structures. Although it is more difficult to implement, we strongly believe that the second strategy yields superior results. We learned this when testing our intermolecular potential called DARS (Decoys As the Reference State). 45 We used the potential both for scoring docked structures and for the sampling step in our docking program PIPER. 36 Both strategies have been tested on several classes of protein-protein complexes from the protein docking benchmark. 45 Docking tests were performed using an energy function that included DARS, van der Waals, and electrostatic terms, and retained the 2000 lowest energy structures. In the scoring tests we first generated 20,000 structures using only the van der Waals term as the energy function, then scored and ranked the structures with DARS and electrostatics, again retaining the 2000 best scoring structures. 45 We expected that the two tests would produce similar results in terms of the number of near-native conformations among the 2000 structures retained, possibly with minor differences. However, inclusion of the energy function directly into the sampling protocol performed consistently better, for all classes of protein-protein complexes, than the two-step procedure of separate sampling followed by scoring. 45 In hindsight the origin of this difference is easy to understand. Although the FFT correlation method systematically samples all possible configurations on a grid, we retain only 20,000 structures with the lowest van der Waals energies. As already discussed, these structures have relatively good shape complementarity without major steric overlaps, but do not necessarily include near-native conformations that are expected to also have good electrostatic and chemical complementarity. In contrast, near-native structures are more likely retained when sampling uses the complete energy function, which includes electrostatics and DARS terms, in addition to the van der Waals energy. Our results 45 convincingly show that this is the case, and hence the docking program PIPER 36 as well as the new version of our protein docking server ClusPro 46 include DARS in the energy function used for the sampling. We note that the Weng group also added a pairwise potential to the energy function used in the popular docking program ZDOCK, thereby substantially improving the docking results. 47
EFFECTS OF TRAINING AND DECOY SETS ON SCORING FUNCTIONS
The main use of decoys is the development of scoring functions. In this section we show three examples of how the selection of training and decoy sets affects the performance of the scoring functions obtained.
Dependence of a scoring function on the training set
It is easy to show that a scoring function based on a training set heavily depends on the nature of complexes selected. We discuss our DARS (Decoys As the Reference State) potential as an example. DARS is based on the inverse Boltzmann approach, and defines pairwise interaction energies by e IJ 5 2RT ln(p IJ ), where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, and p IJ denotes the probability of two atoms of types I and J interacting. 45 This probability is approximated by the ratio p IJ To determine the frequencies m obs (I, J) we used a training set of protein-protein complexes including 621 interfaces from 466 protein entries. The resulting potential yielded very good results for enzyme-inhibitor complexes, but substantially lower quality predictions for antigen-antibody complexes. 45 It was not difficult to find that the origin of this difference is the choice of the training set. Of the 621 interfaces in the set, 404 were from homodimers that have excellent pairing of shapes and hydrophobic patches on the two sides of the interface. Since the interface in enzyme-inhibitor complexes also have good geometric complementarity and are largely desolvated, 48 the training set was highly relevant, and it also included a number of enzyme-inhibitor pairs. In contrast, the interfaces in antigen-antibody complexes are more planar and generally less hydrophobic, and thus it is not surprising that the potential trained on a set with many homodimers 48 is not optimal for such interactions. As a matter of fact, to derive a better potential for antigen-antibody pairs we needed a training set consisting of this type of complexes, and we also had to change the potential itself to account for the inherent asymmetry of the interactions and for the limited number of available structures. 49 We note that to obtain the expected frequencies m ref (I, J) of interactions, we generated a "reference" set of docked conformations using only shape complementarity as the scoring function (i.e., without any account for the atom types). Since no atom types were considered, the choice of the complexes included in the reference set had relatively small effect on the DARS potential. 45 As we will show, this is not necessarily the case for some other scoring functions based on decoys.
To account for the difference between enzymeinhibitor and antigen-antibody complexes, we adjusted the weights of energy terms in the scoring function used in our docking program PIPER, in addition to different DARS potentials. The scoring function is given by E 5 E attr 1 w 1 E rep 1 w 2 E elec 1 w 3 E DARS , where E attr and E rep denote attractive and repulsive contributions to the van der Waals energy, E elec is the electrostatic term modeled by a truncated Coulombic expression, and E DARS is the DARS potential. 36 To determine appropriate values for the weighting parameters w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 , we selected small sets of enzyme-inhibitor and antigen-antibody complexes, for each complex generated 20,000 docked conformation using some initial values for the weights, and for each set used logistic regression to optimize the weighting coefficients. This was done several times iteratively to achieve convergence. The coefficient w 1 of the repulsive contribution to the van der Waals energy turned out to be essentially independent of the type of the complex. However, the optimal weight w 2 of the electrostatic component is three times larger for antigenantibody than for enzyme-inhibitor complexes, in agreement with the fact that the latter complexes generally have a less polar interface. 36 We note that the weighs of energy terms are similarly adjusted in other docking algorithms, e.g., in RosettaDock, to optimize results. 31
Dependence of a scoring function on the decoy set: Example 1
We consider the iterative method of constructing a distance-dependent knowledge-based scoring function as introduced by Huang and Zou. 50 The key idea of the iterative method is to improve an interatomic pair potential until it can distinguish true binding modes from non-native decoys in a decoy set. Huang and Zou considered crystal structures of 851 dimeric complexes from the Protein Data Bank, 51 and for each complex generated 1000 decoy structures using the docking program ZDOCK. 29 They added the native binding mode as the 1001th structure to the decoy set. The iterative idea is very good, since the iteration continues until the desired selectivity is achieved. In addition, the method circumvents the need for a reference state that is required in the traditional construction of knowledge-based potentials such as DARS. 45 However, the resulting potential seems to heavily depend on the selection of the decoy set. Huang and Zou generated the decoys by docking bound structures, and instead of seeking near-native conformations, the function was trained to find the native structure for each complex. 50 Results indicate that these may not have been the best choices. The function was tested by scoring decoys generated by ZDOCK. 29 For the bound test cases, the scoring function worked extremely well, and yielded a success rate of 98.9% if the top 10 ranked orientations were considered. However, for the realistic problem of docking unbound component proteins the success rate dropped to 40.7%, emphasizing the importance of using realistic decoys. 50 It would be interesting to see whether the results would improve if the decoys were obtained by docking unbound structures, and the goal was identifying near-native rather than native conformations. However, it should be noted that using rigidly docked unbound structures as decoys also has limitations, because the unbound conformations cannot form the best atomic contacts like the bound conformations. In addition, the decoys depend on the unbound structures in use, and thus different selection of the unbound structures may lead to different decoys. Training of scoring functions on these different unbound decoys may lead to different scoring potentials. Thus, one has to carefully select unbound structures that are similar to the structures to be docked in terms of accuracy, and possibly use several unbound structures for each protein. While the resulting scoring function will depend on these decisions, the strategy will likely result in "smooth" scoring functions that are less sensitive to the differences between unbound and bound structures than the scoring function based on the bound decoys.
Dependence of a scoring function on the decoy set: Example 2
Ravikant and Elber developed scoring functions based on discriminatory learning. 52 Similarly to the iterative constructions just described, 50 discriminatory learning starts with the construction of a large decoy set and explicitly incorporates detailed information from native and non-native binding modes. The basic idea is to select scoring function parameters that minimize the number of violations (i.e., when the score of a non-native decoy complex is better than the score of a near-native structure). Such parameters were found by solving an optimization problem with a very large set of inequality constraints. The authors selected a set of 640 complexes, and docked the unbound protein structures or their close homologues to generate decoys using Patchdock. 53 A typical number of sampled orientations for each complex was 16,000, which were used to generate 160,000 inequalities (they considered up to 10 near-native structures to be discriminated from the incorrect structures). 52 The entire decoy set resulted in over 50 million constraints. The optimization problem was solved by linear programming.
More recently, Ravikant and Elber developed an improved scoring function also based on discriminatory learning. 54 They made two main improvements relative to the earlier method, both of interest to this review. First, although the authors used the same training set as before, 52 for each complex they performed exhaustive sampling on a grid using the fast Fourier transform approach. The enhanced sampling revealed that the earlier results based on the more limited sampling may have been program dependent and not appropriate for other sampling techniques. When attempts were made to use the potential obtained using PatchDock for exhaustive sampling, it was found to generate significant number of false positives, emphasizing the dependence of the scoring function on the sampling schedule used for creating the decoy set. 54 The second significant addition to the method is the iterative improvement of the scoring function. This aspect makes the method similar to the one by Huang and Zou, 50 but Ravikant and Elber also included the docking step in the iteration, i.e., the method updates the list of decoy structures considered in the construction of the scoring function when the parameters of the latter change. 54 The procedure starts by docking all pairs of proteins using a current estimate for the parameters. As new violations are discovered, new inequalities are added to the system, and the parameter values are updated. This process is continued until no new violations are discovered, and thus the algorithm iteratively achieves optimal alignment of sampling and scoring steps.
EXAMPLES OF INTEGRATION: SCORING BY SAMPLING
As shown in the previous section, the iterative scoring function construction by Ravikant and Elber integrates the sampling and scoring steps, both driven by the same scoring function, optimized for the best discrimination of near-native and non-native structures. 54 Here we discuss three more examples of docking methods in which sampling and scoring are integrated. The general strategy in these methods is using a scoring function to bias the sampling, and then ranking the conformations in the scoring stage based on the distributions of the generated structures rather than re-scoring them with a different scoring function. We show that the well-known Monte Carlo methods are in this category, but also show two approaches that, according to our experience, can substantially improve docking results.
Monte Carlo methods
Docking methods based on Monte Carlo minimization represent natural integration of sampling and scoring, as the very essence of the Metropolis Monte Carlo approach is to bias the sampling toward low energy regions of the energy surface. RosettaDock 31 and ICM-DISCO 55 both include a first stage of rigid body searches in the rotational/translational space using simplified models, but this stage serves only to select the regions of interest that will be exposed to more extensive search. ICM-DISCO retains a few hundred low-energy conformations, whereas RosettaDock selects the centers of low-energy clusters. In ICM-DISCO the retained solutions are further optimized with flexible interface ligand side chains using a biased probability Monte Carlo procedure 55 . In RosettaDock the Monte Carlo minimization in translational and rotational coordinates is integrated with repacking the interface side chains using a backbonedependent rotamer library. 31 At this stage the search is based on flexible protein models and detailed energy functions. Since the Monte Carlo trajectories in both ICM-DISCO and RosettaDock are expected to converge toward the low energy regions of the conformational space, and flexibility is introduced directly in sampling, there is no need for a separate scoring stage. In fact, using ICM-DISCO one usually selects the lowest energy structures as predictions of the native complex. 55 In RosettaDock, the 200 best-scoring structures are clustered on the basis of pairwise RMSD using a hierarchical clustering algorithm with a 2.5 Å clustering radius. 31 The clusters with the most members are selected as the final predictions, ranked according to the cluster sizes. As will be further discussed, the cluster size is related to the entropy of the bound complex. According to the CAPRI results, 6,56,57 both RosettaDock and ICM-DISCO generated highly accurate predictions for a number of targets, and the methods are among the bests if the approximate binding mode is a priori known. 3
Scoring based on cluster size
While the integration of sampling and scoring occurs naturally in Monte Carlo type docking methods, in methods based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) correlation approach the two stages are always separate. Here we focus on the sampling stage, which systematically evaluates an energy expression, given as the sum of correlation functions, on a grid. 36 As we discussed, the results of docking versus scoring tests showed that the use of the most accurate scoring function (within the limit of computational feasibility) directly in the sampling stage yields more near-native structures than using first a simpler function (e.g., shape complementarity), followed by re-scoring a number of retained structures using the more accurate function. 45 As mentioned, the rigid body approximation in the sampling stage requires the use of "smooth" scoring functions that are not sensitive to small steric overlaps, and this leads to generating a large number of false positive structures. Therefore, the question arises how to reduce the number of structures that will be subjected to computationally costly refinement. As implemented in our ClusPro server, we cluster the 1000 retained structures using pairwise root mean square deviation (RMSD) as the distance measure, and retain a number of the largest clusters. 39,46 As shown in Figure 1 , the biophysical meaning of clustering is isolating highly populated low-energy basins of the energy landscape. 58 It is easy to show that large clusters are more likely to include native structures. The globally sampled conformational space can be considered as a canonical ensemble with the partition function Z 5 R j exp(2E j /RT), where E j is the energy of the jth pose, and we sum over all poses. For the kth cluster the partition function is given by Z k 5 R j exp(E j /RT), where the sum is restricted to poses within the cluster. Based on these values, the probability of the kth cluster is given by P k 5 Z k /Z. However, since the low energy structures are selected from a relatively narrow energy range (e.g., below E 1 in Fig. 1) , and the energy values are calculated with considerable error, it is reasonable to assume that these energies do not differ, that is, E j 5E for all j in the low energy clusters. This simplification implies that P k 5exp(2E/RT)3N k /Z, and thus the probability P k is proportional to N k , where N k is the number of structures in the kth cluster. It was shown 39 that the 30 largest clusters contain at least one near-native structure for 93% of the complexes in the original protein docking benchmark set. 25 Ranking the clusters based on their size rather than an empirical energy, the scoring function is used only for biasing the sampling toward low energy regions, rather than for direct discrimination between near-native and non-native states. We note that our approach is similar to the one used in RosettaDock, where also the largest clusters formed by low energy structures are considered as predictions of the target complex structure. 31 However, in ClusPro the sampling and clustering-based selection steps are so heavily integrated that we were unable to participate in the CAPRI scoring experiment. 6
Stability analysis: scoring by sampling As described, rigid sampling and clustering in ClusPro yield up to 30 clusters. Ranking the clusters by size is Figure 1 Identification of near-native structures by clustering. Large clusters of low energy conformations identify minima with broad region of attraction. E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 denote energy levels that determine the conformations retained for further analysis.
only a rough approximation, based on the assumptions that all retained structures are energetically equivalent, and thus we need a more reliable approach to the identification of clusters that are likely to be close to the native state, or at least to remove clusters that are not. Focusing on a few representatives from each cluster, it is computationally feasible to perform refinement by energy minimization, and one can use any scoring function, including molecular mechanics and structure-based terms. Some of the rigid body methods use this approach, for example, ZDOCK 29 is followed by the refinement program RDOCK, 59 more recently replaced by ZRANK. 30 Similarly, rigid sampling using PatchDock 53 can be followed by FireDock. 60 In the ClusPro server we refine the retained structures by energy minimization using the Charmm potential 40 in order to remove steric overlaps, but the ranking of clusters is still based on their size, and this assumes that all low energy structures have essentially the same energy. 39 Thus, the question arises how to remove at least some of the clusters that are not close to the native state. We have found that the most reliable discrimination between near-native and non-native clusters was achieved by resampling the regions of the conformational space occupied by large clusters, rather than by refinement and rescoring. The method is based on the hypothesis that any near-native cluster is located in a broad energy funnel. We test this property by starting short Monte Carlo minimization (MCM) simulations from a number of structures in the cluster. 61 Each simulation step includes rotational and translational moves and the repacking of the interface side chains. 31 Convergence for a substantial fraction of MCM trajectories to a region within the cluster indicates a broad funnel, and the point of convergence provides an improved estimate of the native structure (see Fig. 2 ). 61 Conversely, diverging trajectories indicate that a substantive free energy funnel does not exist, and hence it is not likely that the cluster is close to the near-native 61 . Thus, the scoring is replaced by fairly intensive resampling of the regions of interest. Since the decision whether or not a cluster is near-native is based on statistical analysis of many simulation trajectories, the effect of the inevitable noise in the results due to the ruggedness of the energy surface is reduced. As we mentioned, the use of a Monte Carlo method means that sampling and scoring are inherently aligned in this resampling step.
CONCLUSIONS
We hope that the case studies described in this paper suffice to justify the conclusions as follows.
1. Decoupling the sampling and scoring in docking may facilitate method development, but better integration of the two steps can substantially improve the results of a combined algorithm. 2. Any scoring function based on a decoy set is substantially affected by the properties of the decoys, for example, as the complex structures included, the method of generating the docked conformations, and the native or near-native structures in the set. On the basis of the previous observation, this implies that the decoys should be generated by a sampling schedule that is as similar as possible to the one that will be used for the actual docking. 3. The above observations imply that decoy sets obtained by perturbing native complex structures or by docking bound (i.e., cocrystallized) structures result in scoring functions that generally do not represent the best choice for solving the realistic problem of docking unbound (separately crystallized) protein structures. Furthermore, decoy sets should include near-native conformations generated from unbound proteins by the sampling algorithm itself, rather than native complex structures, since the latter can be too easily identified by most scoring functions. 4. Given a scoring function that accounts for various contributions to the binding energy (e.g., shape complementarity, electrostatics, and desolvation), it is better to include all these factors in the potential used for the initial sampling, assuming that this is computationally affordable, rather than to sample with a simpler potential and then to score with the more complete energy function. For limited computational power, it is suggested to include efficient electrostatics and desolvation algorithms in addition to shape complementarity in the initial sampling so as to generate enough near-native structures. 5. To better align sampling and scoring, sampling should be enhanced in regions of the conformational space that are favorable (i.e., have low energy) according to the energy function used in the scoring step. This condition is naturally met in Monte Carlo type algorithms, but we also describe methods that select near-native states based on the statistics of the structures sampled rather than by using a separate scoring function.
While we are convinced that our observations are fairly general, we provided here only a few examples of docking algorithms with well-integrated sampling and scoring steps. There is no doubt that similar integration is present in many other algorithms. In addition, while considerations are restricted to protein-protein docking, most of the ideas promoted here are likely to apply to other areas of molecular modeling.
